
 

 

 

Date: 9th February 2021; 10:00-12:00 

 

Please feel free to add your question to this form or ask Harrison directly during the event, if you’d prefer. 

Harrison is very happy to take questions in-context during the webinar.  

Before adding a question, please check if someone else has already asked it. 

Name Organisation Questions 

Ben Edwards AIM International Will the slide show be available after the webinar? 
From Andy Law: Yes, they will be sent out to all those on the call. 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Chrissie 
Brown  

WEC 1.How can you ensure that leadership won’t bulldoze shopfloor users’ 
priorities? 
2. And how can we ensure that there is adequate training where there is 
capacity to fully implement the practice? 
3. How can we avoid users being overwhelmed or distracted by too many 
features that are not relevant to them? 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Mike 
Beresford  

Zambesi Mission The premise is that we know that we need to change our systems. But 

how do we know whether the view is worth the climb? Our systems are 

quite expensive and have some interfaces that need managing, but we 

can cope alright with those. But How will we know that there is 

something that is possibly better and cheaper? Do we have to do all 

the foundational and selection work to find out?  By the way for many 

small organisations we don’t have “IT departments”! 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Jenny Hunt  WorldShare We’re currently with ThankQ (The Access Group). Where does that sit in 
regards to the categorisation of systems? It started off as bespoke, but 
that was many years ago now. 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Nick Baker  Navigators UK Where is the best starting point to survey the field of products and possibly 
eliminate those with a very poor reputation etc? 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Olly Du Croz International 
Nepal Fellowship 

Are any participants using ASI's Progress CRM (which won't be supported 
beyond 2021) and already migrating to their new iMIS product? What is 



 

implementation support from ASI like? (Context: Progress does what we 
need and iMIS has the bonus of moving to cloud-based, which is our only 
additional requirement.) 
 
Pls contact me on marcoms.manager@inf.org.uk 
 

Answered during the session ✔ (any delegates using ASI’s Progress 
CRM were encouraged to contact Olly directly) 

Declan Small  LMI Would you have a business plan template that we could use to present our 
needs to our Directors/CRM Companies 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Ben Edwards  AIM International If we adopt a system that does 90% of what we want it to, how do we 
make sure that we don’t have 2, 3 or 4 systems that are doing the other 
10% which could mean we end up with systems overlapping etc? 
 

Answered during the session ✔ 

Colin 
Lowther  

Reach Beyond Beacon came out top in the 2020 CRM survey from Fundraising magazine 
– any thoughts about this system? 

[Answered by email after the session ✔] 

 

ZOOM CHAT 

 
Jenny Hunt (WorldShare): Last year Charity Finance did release a survey on CRM systems 

 

Nick Baker: Did they produce results? 

 

Olly Du Croz: Fundraising magazine used to do an annual CRM feature article. 

 

Andy Law, Global Connections: The Charity Finance article is a good place to start, but as Harrison just  

suggested, it is focused on a relatively small number of the larger players in the market. It does however, 

provide a basic user satisfaction survey. 

 

Michael Beresford - Zambesi Mission: Is someone able to share a link to that article please? 

 

Andy Law, Global Connections: It looks like the online version of the article is only available to those with a 

subscription to Civil Society. 

 

Jenny Hunt (WorldShare): This link may not work as it is a subscription, but here it is if not. 

https://www.civilsociety.co.uk/uploads/assets/uploaded/c7519998-fcd4-4025-983a54eacd0e74d5.pdf 

 

Jolita Paton: It is working! 

 

Andy Law, Global Connections: Thanks, Jenny. 

 

Vanessa Riley (WorldShare): thankQ does have a cloud version 

 

DianeSmith: Absolutely - we have the thankQ cloud version :-) 

 

Harrison Brown: harrison@surupartners.com 

 

Olly Du Croz: Anybody with ASI experience please email me marcoms.manager@inf.org.uk 

 

Harrison Brown:  Airtable [alternative to using an Excel spreadsheet] 

mailto:marcoms.manager@inf.org.uk

